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In the Right Place at the Right Time

Efficient Film Thermoforming Using Halogen Infrared Emitters and Algorithms

During thermoforming, films need to be heated as quickly as possible, both in defined areas and across the 

entire surface. Frimo has developed a new film heating process, called Time Shifted Heat Control, specifically 

for this reason. The key to heating the film using halogen infrared emitters is a specially-developed calculation 

algorithm. 

Generally during thermoforming, a 
flat, semi-finished part is heated us-

ing an infrared, contact, or convection 
heating system, or some combination of 
the three, and then formed using a vacu-
um. In conventional processes, relatively 
slow heater banks heat up to 400 °C, and 
heated filament wires in quartz tubes 
heat up to 600 °C. Halogen infrared emit-
ters filled with gas, on the other hand, 
heat up to about 2400 °C. Therefore, they 
are used because they can heat larger ar-
eas in a much shorter period of time. 

Current heating systems are controlled 
by the amount of electrical power that is 
input. The disadvantage in this is that 
the emitter spectrum and emitter effi-
ciency vary.

Frimo Freilassing GmbH has devel-
oped a new heating concept that pre-
cisely heats the film by using the optimal 
efficiency of the emitters based on the 
material (Fig. 1). As the name of the new 
film heating process, Time Shifted Heat 
Control (TSHC), reveals, the variables 
used to regulate the temperature are the 

point in time and duration that the halo-
gen infrared emitters are turned on. The 
key is a calculation algorithm, special-
ly-developed by Frimo experts. The algo-
rithm switches the emitters on at the 
right time, taking overlap and peripherals 
into account.

IR emitters influence each other and 
their radiation fields overlap in the heat-
ing field, so using them based on the “trial 
and error” approach is rarely successful. 
Frimo has therefore developed an algo-
rithm that calculates the influence of ev-

The Time Shifted Heat Control heating system consists of halogen infrared emitters, which operate efficiently by using an individualized calculation 
algorithm. The individual emitters can be changed out quickly without an electrician (© Frimo)
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Lower Space Requirements  
and Higher Flexibility

At the end of the heating cycle, the emit-
ters are all turned off at the same time. 
They cool immediately and therefore do 
not need to be moved to the side or swiv-
eled upwards, saving floorspace. 

For certain areas of application, the in-
dividual emitters can also be pro-
grammed to reach different surface tem-
peratures in defined areas of the film. This 
can be useful for varying stretch ratios or 
for part areas such as handles or armrests 
in a door panel. Because the emitters cool 
immediately, it is possible to switch the 
heating pattern from one shot to the 
next, such as for cyclical production of 
right and left-hand parts. This flexibility is 
not possible with relatively slow heater 
banks or quartz emitters.

The new heating system also adds 
flexibility by offering cycle time variation, 
which keeps heating times consistent if 
the cycle time changes because of pro-
duction. Previously, if the cycle time 
needed to be adjusted in an in-line ma-
chine, for example, the entire heating 
process needed to be changed and 
adapted. With TSHC, the heating process 
is started later, and the heating parame-
ters can remain unchanged.

Energy Savings and  
Shorter Cycle Times

Emitters that heat up and cool down im-
mediately not only reduce the risk of fires, 
but also reduce both heating time and 

ery single emitter and records it in a cal-
culation program. The heating process 
saves energy, time, and space by using 
these calculations.

Complete Film Heating System

As a result, Frimo has come up with TSHC 
as an alternative heating method for 
thermoforming, and it has many advan-
tages. Machine operators can input the 
surface temperature (in °C) that the 
semi-finished film needs to reach (Fig. 2). 
In conventional systems, only a percent-
age of the maximum power can be en-
tered, and the exact temperature can 
only be reached by readjusting parame-
ters. With TSHC, an algorithm determines 
the optimal point in time for each indi-
vidual emitter to be turned on. When re-
quired, different temperatures can be 
preset for specific areas of the film. A 
plausibility test helps rule out physically 
impossible temperature settings. Reflec-
tions, such as from a clamp frame, are 
also accounted for.

By turning each individual emitter on 
at the correct time, the film is evenly heat-
ed to the correct temperature, from the 
edges to the middle (Figs. 3 and 4). A one-
time test run determines and saves the 
distinct characteristics of various types of 
films and integrates them into the calcu-
lation process for later use. In addition to 
the type of plastic (TPO, PVC, etc.), the film 
thickness, color, and filler material used all 
play a role in the calculation. This calibra-
tion cycle can be repeated between runs 
if necessary.

Fig. 1. Thermoform-
ing machine with 
heater bank upgrad-
ed to TSHC (© Frimo)

energy use by up to 40 %. The emitters do 
not need to be preheated at the start of 
production or kept hot on stand-by 
during breaks in production. They also do 
not unnecessarily heat up the production 
environment. Quality parts can be 

Fig. 2. The operator can input the surface tem-
perature that must be reached in degrees 
Celsius rather than the typical percentage 
(© Frimo)
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produced on the first shot because the 
emitters are adjusted to the film’s proper-
ties and the preheating phase has been 
eliminated.

With the standard “easy-maintenance” 
heating modules that are used, machine 
operators can easily change out the plug-
in halogen emitters within a couple sec-
onds (Title figure) – no electrician required. 
The control panel shows an error mes-
sage that says exactly which emitter 
needs to be changed out.

Conclusion

The Time Shifted Heat Control (TSHC) 
film heating process calculates the opti-
mal film temperature. After entering the 
absolute temperature values (in °C) in the 
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display, the described calculation algo-
rithm determines the point in time and 
duration that each individual halogen in-
frared emitter is turned on. This takes the 
effects of adjacent emitters into account 
and automatically calculates the clamp 
frame geometry’s influence. As a result, 
the heating pattern can be changed cy-
clically.

TSHC has already been successfully 
implemented in series production and 
has demonstrated energy savings and 
shorter heating times. In addition, it is 
easy to maintain and does not require a 
large amount of space. Existing machines 
can also be upgraded with TSHC. The 
complete system is well-suited for techni-
cally challenging applications, especially 
for automotive interiors. W

Fig. 4. An infrared picture shows the homogenous heat distribution after the film is heated  
(© Frimo)

Fig. 3. Emitter activation sequence after 1 s (left), 3 s (middle) and 4.5 s (right). The clamp frame influences the film perimeter heating. The halogen 
infrared emitters on the edges are therefore switched on earlier than those in the middle (© Frimo)




